LEAF Platform
APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT

Healthcare organizations are under increasing pressure to reduce costs while maintaining clinical and administrative operations.
To bridge these gaps, leaders are investing in digital health technologies, such as application development platforms, to create
solutions that address their specific needs. Unfortunately, many tools in the market don’t meet the needs of the healthcare industry—
they breakdown in healthcare’s complex and highly-regulated environment.
Leidos offers a modern, HIPAA-compliant platform that enables organizations to rapidly deploy applications at scale to maximize
investments and improve health outcomes.

BUILD HEALTHCARE APPLICATIONS —YOUR WAY.
The Leidos Enterprise Application Foundry (LEAF) Platform is a sophisticated set of services and components that enables
developers to build applications faster and maintain applications with less work, creating immediate value for your organization.
ff Efficiency: Reduce application development costs
and maintenance costs

ff Flexibility: Adapt applications to quickly address
new or changing requirements

ff Speed: Reduce application development time

ff Scale: Implement new applications across an organization
in a matter of days

WHY LEAF?
ff Built to work in complex environments: From the military to hospital emergency departments, our platform is used across
the Federal and Commercial markets.
ff Designed for speed and scale: Our reusable components act like building blocks. You select the functionality you need
to develop solutions for your organization—quickly and without additional resources.
ff Evolves as your needs change: Our platform was designed for developers by developers. It allows you to easily respond
to new and emerging business needs, without imposing unnecessary guardrails or added complexity.
ff Trusted, secure, and proven: LEAF is battle-tested, literally. Used by the military for air space command and control, it is secure,
hardened, and effective and meets the industry’s most rigorous security requirements.

ABOUT LEIDOS
Leidos is a Fortune 500 ® information technology, engineering, and science solutions and services leader working to solve
the world’s toughest challenges in the defense, intelligence, homeland security, civil, and health markets. The company’s
38,000 employees support vital missions for government and commercial customers. Headquartered in Reston, Virginia,
Leidos reported annual revenues of approximately $11.09 billion for the fiscal year ended January 3, 2020.
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